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Welcome to the latest edition of Active Silicon's News Focus. We’ve compiled some of
the recent news posts trending on our social media channels to keep you up to date
with developments from us, and from the wider vision industry.

Applications for multispectral and
hyperspectral imaging
Multispectral imaging (MSI) and
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) have been
much talked about recently. In our post we
take a look at what the techniques are
adding to the real world.

Read more >

See our latest CoaXPress CXP-12
frame grabber at the Korea Vision
Show
Our Korean partners, OnVision, will demo
a selection of our FireBird frame
grabbers on their booth. The Korea
Vision Show is held as part of
Automation World, taking place in Seoul
on 27-29 March. Last year, the event
attracted nearly 30,000 visitors and
offered over 1,400 exhibition booths to
browse.

Read more >

New camera - proven interfaces
Sony launched its new FCB EV7520A
block camera and Active Silicon is
pleased to confirm that our Harrier 3GSDI interface board and Active FCB-EVHD-SDI are fully compatible with this
camera.
The combination of Sony’s block camera
and Active Silicon’s trusted hardware
offers superior high-definition video and
image capture in a compact solution.

Read more >

Faster, clearer, better
Welcome to our new-look website!
We’ve re-designed our website to offer
clearer navigation, enhanced filtering
options and more responsive pages. We
hope you’ll find it quicker and easier to
find what you want, all within a bright and
contemporary design.

Read more >

Roper Technologies’ Scientific Imaging
businesses acquired by Teledyne
Technologies
What does US$225m get you these days?
The scientific imaging entities of an
established technology business.
Read about Teledyne Technologies
newest acquisitions - Lumenera,
Photometrics and Princeton Instruments.

Read more >

Our predictions for tech development
The pace of change in the machine vision
industry seems to gather speed every
year. As we position ourselves to embrace
innovations and new directions, what do
we think will be the key triggers for
transformation over the coming months?

Read more >

Active Silicon is a leading manufacturer of imaging products and embedded vision
systems. If you would like to stay informed of upcoming events, products and news in general,
then please follow us on one of our social media channels below.
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